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Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 0.4in.In its rst ten years of activities (2000-2009), the Cross-Language
Evaluation Forum (CLEF) played a leading role in stimulating investigation and research in a wide
range of key areas in the information retrieval domain, such as cro- language question answering,
image and geographic information retrieval, int- activeretrieval, and many more. It also
promotedthe study andimplementation of appropriateevaluation methodologies for these diverse
types of tasks and - dia. As a result, CLEF has been extremely successful in building a wide, strong,
and multidisciplinary research community, which covers and spans the dierent
areasofexpertiseneededto dealwith thespreadofCLEFtracksandtasks. This constantly growing and
almost completely voluntary community has dedicated an incredible amount of eort to making
CLEF happen and is at the core of the CLEF achievements. CLEF 2010 represented a radical
innovation of the classic CLEF format and an experiment aimed at understanding how next
generation evaluation campaigns might be structured. We had to face the problem of how to
innovate CLEFwhile still preservingits traditionalcorebusiness, namely the benchma- ing activities
carried out in the various tracks and tasks. The consensus, after lively and community-wide
discussions, was to...
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Reviews
Extensive guide! Its this kind of excellent read through. it absolutely was writtern very perfectly and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be change
when you complete reading this ebook.
-- Mur phy Dooley
A really awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Pa tsy B la nda
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